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Why do Olympic medalists, world and national champions and 
competitive shooters all around the world choose to shoot Beretta?

www.berettausa.com

Receiver : The walls of a Beretta receiver are more 

than twice as thick as many of its competitors, (in 

fact it is also the platform for double rifl es, which 

create much greater pressures than experienced in 

any shotgun). Using easily replaceable hinge pins and 

locking lugs, any receiver can be completely rebuilt 

allowing the gun to be refurbished for another 

lifetime of reliable service.

History : Five hundred years of craftsmanship and 

tradition go into every shotgun Beretta builds. Nowhere 

is this more evident than in their celebrated over-and-

unders, shotguns many consider the strongest and 

most reliable in the world. A Beretta over-and-under 

can rightly be considered an heirloom and inspires a 

fi erce and loyal following. One faithful shooter has 

more than 700,000 documented rounds fi red through 

his 687 EELL Sporting; both gun and shooter are still 

going strong.
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OVER-UNDER SHOTGUNS

Profi le : Thanks to the superior design of the 

receiver, a Beretta over-and-under has an incredibly 

solid feel. The dual-conical locking system provides a 

vaultlike lockup that—with its self-tightening design—

stays tight over the life of the gun. Because the lugs are 

located high on the receiver, the lock-up is also 

signifi cantly stronger than on ordinary guns. In addition, 

the location of the lugs allows for a low-profi le receiver 

with the barrels sitting deeper than normal. This in 

turn aligns the sighting plane closer to the hands, aiding 

in the reduction of felt recoil and muzzle rise.

Barrels : For more than fi ve centuries, Beretta has 

made the best barrels in the world. Today, their over-

and-under barrel star ts life as a unique proprietary 

blend of steel, chromium and molybdenum. Forged in 

Northern Italy and France, all Beretta barrels are deep-

hole drilled, cold-hammer forged, and chrome lined, 

allowing for more concentric tubes. The result: a thinner, 

lighter, more precise barrel wall. This superior barrel 

construction delivers better weight distribution and an 

optimum balance point just above the hinge pin, which 

gives it perfect swing characteristics.

Optima-Bore and Optima-Choke : All Beretta 

competition shotguns feature back-bored barrels, 

which greatly reduce felt recoil. The Optima-Choke 

competition choke tubes are longer and slimmer, with 

an internal prof ile formed to enhance the concen-

tration and distribution of the shot pattern. The bot-

tom line is increased comfort, less fatigue and more 

broken targets.



“Th e DT10 is built  

DT10 Shooter : Dan Carlisle

National Sporting Clays Association – Hall of Fame

Beijing Olympics – Trap and Doubles Coach

Back-to Back National Champion – Trap and Skeet

DT10 Shooter : Vincent Hancock 

World Cup – Suhl, Germany – Gold Medal

Beijing Olympics – Gold Medal

World Cup Final – Minsk, Belarus – Silver Medal

National competitions, international championships, Olympic gold medals—the DT10 has won 

them all. Out of the box, just set the adjustable stock and you’re ready to go. Perfectly 

balanced, effortless to move and aim, this gun just feels right. The DT10 is incredibly well made 

and reliable, pounding out shot after shot. Available in Skeet, Trap and Sporting Clay versions, 

you’ll fi nd a model that’s just right, no matter the type of competition.

DT10 TRIDENT SKEET

www.berettausa.com
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DT10

Construction : The DT10 is treated as a premium-grade 

shotgun in all phases of production. Incredible attention to 

detail, together with the precise f it and engineering of all 

primary components (receiver, barrel, fore-end iron) and 

secondary components (trigger group, top lever), makes each 

gun unique, giving the shooter an instrument that has been 

personally tested and perfected by the master gunsmiths of 

the world’s oldest fi rearms manufacturer.  

like a tank and shoots like a Cadillac.”

Modifi ed Cross-Bolt : Revered by gunsmiths around the 

world, the DT10 features a modifi ed cross-bolt that is 

considered one of the strongest locking systems ever designed. 

To further ensure the DT10’s longevity and increased strength, 

Beretta has raised and thickened the sides of the receiver. 

Removable Trigger Group : The initials “DT” in DT10 

are an abbreviation of “detachable tr igger”. Removal is 

completed in three distinct steps, and unlike other guns, the 

removal of the trigger group is possible only when the gun is 

safely broken open.  Lightning-fast lock times and ultra-crisp 

trigger pull are ensured by V-leaf mainsprings. 

Low-Profi le Receiver : All Beretta over-and-unders feature 

a low-profi le receiver and the DT10 has one of the best. The 

low center of gravity puts the weight of the gun deeper into 

your hands, resulting in perfect balance and a superior feel. 

Stock/Fore-End : Designed by professional shooters, the 

Skeet, Trap and Sporting Clay models each have a unique 

stock, ensuring the correct shape and dimensions for each 

shooting discipline. Also, every DT10 features a walnut stock 

selected by the best stock makers in the world for beauty, 

and more importantly, strength.



*MINIMUM VALUES WITH LOWERED COMB.

**WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH. 

DT10 TRIDENT TRAP COMBO DT10 TRIDENT SKEET
DT10 TRIDENT SPORTING

DT10 TRIDENT L SPORTING

ACTION Low profile monolithic box lock Low profile monolithic box lock Low profile monolithic box lock

GAUGE 12 12 12

CHAMBER 3" 3" 3"

WOOD FINISH Gloss Gloss Gloss

STOCK/FORE-END Highly selected walnut, checkered Highly selected walnut, checkered Highly selected walnut, checkered

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.5"* 1.375"* 1.50"*

STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.28"* 2.125"* 2.36"*

BUTT PLATE Full black rubber Full black rubber Full black rubber

SAFETY Manual Manual Manual

TRIGGER Single selective, adjustable for length of pull Single selective, adjustable for length of pull Single selective, adjustable for length of pull

FORE-END Beavertail, wide Beavertail Schnabel

RIB TYPE
Progressive step, 3/8” x 5/16” or 3/8” x 3/8” 

(Bottom single)
Flat, 3/8” x 5/16” Flat, 3/8” x 5/16”

SIGHT White front bead, steel mid-bead White front bead, steel mid-bead White front bead, steel mid-bead

WEIGHT 8.8 lbs** 8.8 lbs** 8.0 lbs**

CARRY CASE Yes Yes Yes

Designed specif ically for American trap, the DT-10 bottom single has an adjustable point of impact, 

to allow the shooter to control shot spread to suit individual needs. In addition, i t features 

a parallel comb with adjustable Memory System stock and the Optima-Bore barrel system with 

Optima-Choke® tubes, which improves shot pattern distribution and velocity. It is available as a 

bottom single only, and also as a combo with the over-under barrels. 

DT10 TRIDENT TRAP COMBO  JDT3130

For skeet devotees, there’s no f iner choice than the DT10 Trident Skeet, no matter what level of 

competitive shooting you par ticipate in. The skeet version with adjustable stock allows you to 

regulate your personal sight picture. Beretta’s patented Memory System lets you remove and 

replace the comb without losing your individual settings. The Optima-Bore® barrel system with 

Optima-Choke® tubes improves shot pattern distribution and velocity, and felt recoil reduction.

DT10 TRIDENT SKEET  JDT4110

www.berettausa.com
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DT10

MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

DT10 TRIDENT TRAP, BOTTOM SINGLE JDT2130 12 OBTS 34" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT TRAP, COMBO, BOTTOM SINGLE, ADJ. STK. JDT3130 12 OBTR 32"/34" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT, SKEET, ADJ. STOCK JDT4100 12 OBSK 28" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT, SKEET, ADJ. STOCK JDT4110 12 OBSK 30" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT SPORTING JDT7110 12 OBSP 30" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT SPORTING JDT7120 12 OBSP 32" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT L SPORTING JDT7210 12 OBSP 30" Gloss

DT10 TRIDENT L SPORTING JDT7220 12 OBSP 32" Gloss

Outside of our Premium Guns, the DT10 is the top of the Beretta line: a shotgun that’s the ultimate 

in competitive arms. For sporting clays, the DT10 L Sporting is the shotgun of choice. Like all 

Beretta DT10s, it features an ergonomic top lever and a detachable trigger assembly that can be 

removed from the frame without tools for cleaning or maintenance. This masterpiece also features 

a modif ied cross-bolt locking system with superior strength. The “L” receiver is embellished by f ine 

f loral scroll engraving.

DT10 TRIDENT L SPORTING  JDT7210 

For sporting clays, the DT10 Sporting is the shotgun of choice. Like all Beretta DT10s, it features an 

ergonomic top lever and a detachable trigger assembly that can be removed from the receiver 

without tools for cleaning or maintenance. This masterpiece also offers a modif ied cross-bolt locking 

system with superior strength and Optima-Bore® barrels with Optima-Choke® tubes. The single 

trigger is selective, the stock boasts a rounded rubber recoil pad, and the fore-end is Schnabel.

DT10 TRIDENT SPORTING  JDT7100



 

Designed to Win : From our celebrated lineage of classic over-and-unders, emerged 

a revolutionary new world-class shotgun that outper forms all expectations. And 

outperforms the competition. The SV10 Prevail has been built around the legendary 680 

receiver, and combined with a series of technological advances to create a world-class 

over-and-under for competitive shooters everywhere. The tradition of Beretta contin-

ues; the future of shotguns begins. 

Th e SV10 PREVAIL: built around 

SV10 PREVAIL SPORTING

                                        Available on select models, the patented KICK-OFF® Technology signifi cantly 

reduces the felt recoil by up to 70% over a standard over-and-under. Thanks to KICK-OFF®, the recoil energy 

is gradually dissipated through two dampeners, increasing comfort and reducing fatigue.   

               The new Q-Stock features an exclusive locking 

mechanism, patented by Beretta, which allows removal 

of the stock through the pistol grip in seconds without 

removing the recoil pad.

www.berettausa.com



 the perfect receiver.
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Titanium Trigger/Removable Trigger Group : Usually found on only the most exclusive 

target guns, the Beretta SV10 Prevail features a trigger formed from solid titanium. Once the 

stock is removed, the trigger group may be quickly removed for cleaning or maintenance.  

Ejection/Extraction : The Prevail introduces a new, patented 

extraction system that allows the selection between automatic 

ejection and simple extraction of the fi red shells.

Receiver : While maintaining the traditional Beretta locking 

system with trapezoidal shoulders and double locking lugs, the 

receiver’s distinctive side plates stand out from the sides in an 

arrowhead shape. This new receiver also features reinforced 

hinge pins and internal shoulder for maximum resistance to 

the stress of high-volume competitive shooting. 

                          Designed to take the rigors of high-performance steel shot, 

Beretta’s new Optima-Bore HP (High Performance) barrels are cold-hammer 

forged and feature a new internal profi le with a longer forcing cone, which 

improves patterning and reduces felt recoil.



SV10 PREVAIL SV10 PREVAIL GAME SCENE 

ACTION Low profile Improved box lock Low profile Improved box lock

GAUGE 12 12

CHAMBER 3" 3"

WOOD FINISH Oil Oil

STOCK Q-Stock Q-Stock

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.5" 1.5"

STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.36" 2.36"

BUTT PLATE Full black rubber Full black rubber

SAFETY Manual or automatic Manual or automatic

TRIGGER Titanium singleselective Titanium singleselective

FORE-END Semibeavertail with elongated fore-end lever Semibeavertail with elongated fore-end lever

RIB TYPE Ventilated, 10 x 8mm Ventilated, 10 x 8mm

SIGHT Alpacca sight Alpacca sight

WEIGHT 7.7 lbs* 7.7 lbs*

CARRY CASE Yes Yes

www.berettausa.com

     MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

     SV10 PREVAIL SPORTING JV28E10 12 Optima HP 30" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL SPORTING JV28E12 12 Optima HP 32" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL SPORTING KICK-OFF JV28F10 12 Optima HP 30" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL SPORTING KICK-OFF JV28F12 12 Optima HP 32" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL GAME SCENE SPORTING JV28R10 12 Optima HP 30" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL GAME SCENE SPORTING JV28T10 12 Optima HP 32" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL GAME SCENE SPORTING KICK-OFF JV28R12 12 Optima HP 30" Nickel

     SV10 PREVAIL GAME SCENE SPORTING KICK-OFF JV28T12 12 Optima HP 32" Nickel

SV10 PREVAIL GAME SCENE SPORTING  JV28T10

Created specif ically for the competitive clay target shooter, the SV10 Prevail spor ting combines innova-

tive features like Kick-Off, Q-stock, selective ejection/extraction and a removable trigger group with 

the same old-world craftsmanship that has made Beretta the choice of champions around the globe for 

decades.  Featuring Beretta’s dual-conical locking system and low prof ile receiver for superior balance 

and handling characteristics.   Available in standard or game scene engraving. 

SV10 PREVAIL SPORTING  JV28F12 

*WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH.
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QUICK TAKEDOWN STOCK

The new profi le Q-Stock features an exclusive 

attachment system to the receiver, patented by 

Beretta, which allows its disassembly in just a 

few seconds—for replacement, special work or 

access to the trigger mechanism—without 

having to remove the recoil pad. This new 

Q-Stock design no longer requires the traditional 

internal through-bolt because it attaches directly 

to the receiver, increasing the solidity of the 

receiver-stock assembly. The result is a lockup 

that is constant over time, which also contributes 

to extending the life of the shotgun. Disassembly 

is executed by inserting the special key through 

the grip cap, which features an elegant and 

functional hinged cover plate. 

TRIGGER GUARD AND TRIGGER PLATE 

The Prevail trigger is formed from solid, light-

weight titanium, making it incredibly reliabile in 

use. The strong trigger guard, machined from a 

single piece of steel, elegantly blends into the 

trigger plate via two rounded reinforcement 

ridges, form and function combined for the best 

of both worlds.

EJECTION/EXTRACTION SYSTEM

In the new Prevail over-and-under, Beretta 

introduces a new patented extraction system 

that allows the selection between automatic 

ejection or simple extraction of the f ire shells. 

The selector is easily accessed by removing 

the fore-end. 

BARREL TECHNOLOGY

Optima-Bore HP geometry was conceived to 

offer the best ballistic performance available, 

even with steel shot. The shot pattern remains 

perfectly uniform whatever the shell size, or 

load. Optima-Bore HP choke tubes fur ther 

enhance the effect. 

RECEIVER

Machined from a solid steel alloy billet , 

hardened and tempered, the Prevail’s over-

and-under receiver provides a low and elegant 

prof ile that allows for the redirection of the 

recoil inline to the shooter’s shoulder. This 

reduces the felt recoil and eases shouldering. 

The high-strength alloy receiver is treated with 

an exclusive, nickel-based protective f inish that 

increases its durability and resistance to 

corrosion. The Prevail is available in two 

distinct engraving patterns a technical motif 

and a classic game scene, both with a durable 

nickel f inish.



Th e UGB25: a completely new way to think 

Tradition and Innovation : The Beretta UGB25 Xcel semiautomatic shotgun features 

a patented side-feed bottom-ejection system, sending the spent hulls toward the ground. 

The shotgun also features an innovative locking system with break-open barrel that 

combines the safety of a traditional break-open over-and-under with the recoil benefits 

of a semiautomatic. The single barrel offers the advantage of maintaining the point of 

impact of the second shot exactly in line with that of the fi rst shot. The perfect combination 

of an over-and-under and a semiautomatic, with the very latest in technological advances 

combined with the fi nest features of the traditional, the UBG25 gives competitive shooters 

the best of both worlds—and a truly new shooting experience.

www.berettausa.com



SHORT RECOIL OPERATION : The operating system of 

the UGB25 is based on a short recoil operation, which utilizes 

the kinetic energy of the barrel to cycle the action. This keeps 

the internal parts of the gun clean even after prolonged use. 

The shor t recoil operation combined with the low barrel 

axis essentially eliminates muzzle jump during fi ring, with quicker 

and easier realignment of the barrel on the next shot.

MULTIADJUSTABLE STOCK : The 

walnut stock is fully adjustable in terms 

of dip and cast by means of the Beretta 

Memory System. The recoil pad is 

adjustable for length of pull (using the 

supplied spacers) as well as cant and 

height, assuring the perfect fi t, no 

matter what you're shooting style.

SPRING RECOIL REDUCER : The special helical spring recoil 

dampener located under the fore-end on the barrel sleeve 

conver ts kinetic recoil forces into thermal energy, reducing 

the felt recoil by 40%. 

SIDE FEED, BOTTOM EJECTION : The car tr idge carr ier 

receives the second cartridge on the right-hand side of the 

receiver, making it immediately ready for use. It is chambered 

automatically through the feeding por t af ter the f irst round 

in the chamber has been fi red. The ejection port is on the 

bottom of the receiver. The ejector expels the spent hull 

downward, away from the shooter and any nearby competitors, 

and is user-friendly for both right- and left-handed shooters.  

 about a semiautomatic.

VICTORY SHOOTER



MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

UGB25 XCEL TRAP JUX5T10 12 OBF 30" Oil

UGB25 XCEL SPORTING JUX5510 12 OBF 28" Oil

UGB25 XCEL SPORTING JUX5512 12 OBF 30" Oil

*WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH.

UGB25 XCEL TRAP UGB25 XCEL SPORTING

GAUGE 12 12

CARTRIDGE CHAMBER 2¾" 2¾"

OPERATION Semiautomatic, with break-open barrel, short recoil Semiautomatic, With Break-Open Barrel, Short Recoil

LOCKING SYSTEM Elevated locking block Elevated Locking Block

RECEIVER Light alloy with double breech bolt recoil absorber Light Alloy With Double Breech Bolt Recoil Absorber

BARREL Three-alloy steel, fully chromed inside. optima bore profile Three-Alloy Steel, Fully Chromed Inside. Optima Bore Profile

BARREL LENGTH 30" 28" : 30"

RIB Ventilated Ventilated

SAFETY Button-operated, on trigger guard; reversible for left-handed shooter Button-Operated, on Trigger Guard; Reversible for Left-Handed Shooter

STOCK, FORE-END Walnut, checkered, adjustable drop, cast on or cast off Walnut, Checkered. Adjustable Drop. Cast on or Cast Off

RIB TYPE ¼" x ¼" ¼" x ¼"

LENGTH OF PULL 14.09"-14.88" with medium gel Tek recoil pad 14.09”-14.88” With Medium Gel Tek Recoil Pad

WEIGHT  8.1–9.0 lbs*  8.1 - 9.0 lbs*

www.berettausa.com

UGB25 XCEL TRAP JUX5T10 

UGB25 XCEL SPORTING JUX5510

The Beretta UGB 25 Xcel semiautomatic shotgun features an innovative locking system with break open 

barrel that allows operation in complete safety dur ing competitions. The single barrel of fers the 

advantage of maintaining the point of impact of the second shot exactly in line with that of the f irst shot, 

thus ensuing excellent performance.  
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 Scott Robertson

2-Time All Around Shotgun National Champion  18-Time All American  14-Time Member of US Sporting Clay Team

RECEIVER : The Beretta UGB25 Xcel features the unmistakable 

touch of Giugiaro Design. The ergonomically rounded back of 

the light alloy receiver fits smoothly into the stock, allowing quick 

and instinctive target acquisition. The polished sides contrast 

pleasingly with the other matte anti-glare surfaces. The stream-

lined receiver and the newly designed fore-end with its extended 

checkered configuration combine to give the UGB25 Xcel an 

extremely attractive look.

OPTI-BORE BARREL®, OPTIMACHOKE® TUBES : 
All compertition versions of the UGB25 Xcel come 

with an Optima-Bore barrel with a lengthened forcing 

cone for enhanced pattern distribution sensitivity, 

reduced felt recoil and shot velocity optimization.

HAND POSITION INDICATOR ON 
THE RECEIVER : In front of the ejection 

port is a polymer inser t used to indicate 

the position of the hand relative to the 

fore-end during f iring to prevent contact 

with the hulls as the spent car tridges are 

ejected from the gun.



Th e 682 Gold E: details that 

Premium Performance : The 682 E is a family of premium competition guns, built 

on a tradition of durability, reliability and performance. With the elliptical graphic on 

the low-profile receiver and nickel-alloy steel for strength and durability, this line of 

shotguns is the perfect blend of technology, style, heritage and innovation. As pleasing 

to the eye as it is to shoot, this line has been proven in competition at every level. 

With one quick, smooth swing, serious shooters will recognize the Beretta 682 Gold E 

as the next stage of serious competition shooting.

Adjustable Comb : Trap and Skeet models come 

with Beretta’s four-way adjustable Memory System 

Stock. This unique system allows the individual shooter 

to customize the gun for both fi t and comfort.

www.berettausa.com
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682 GOLD E

Details That Make a Difference : The triggers on all 682 Gold E’s are adjustable for 

length of pull from the pistol grip to the trigger face for a total of 3/8" of adjustment. This 

ensures proper gun fi t for the shooter’s hand and shooting style. Trigger pull is crisp, and 

fast lock times are delivered to the hammers by powerful coil springs. Two trigger shoes 

are provided: one with a canted surface for right- or left-hand shooters, and one with a 

wide, symmetrical face. Self-adjusting, dual-conical locking lugs, replaceable hinge pins 

and barrel shoulders, and hard chrome-lined barrels and chambers make this a genuine 

competition gun proven at all levels.

 make a diff erence.

Adjustable Rib : The 682 Gold E Trap bottom 

single barrels features a fully adjustable rib that allows 

the shooter to change the point of impact to their 

shooting style.  

682 GOLD E TRAP BOTTOM SINGLE



*WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH.

GOLD E TRAP BOTTOM SINGLE GOLD E SPORTING GOLD E SKEET

ACTION Low Profile Improved Box Lock Low Profile Improved Box Lock Low Profile Imroved Box Lock

GAUGE 12 12 12

CHAMBER 3" 3" 3"

WOOD FINISH Gloss Semi-Gloss Gloss

STOCK/FORE-END Selected walnut, checkered Selected walnut, checkered Selected walnut, checkered

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.50" 1.50" or 1.37" 1.50"

STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.28" 2.36" or 2.17" 2.36"

BUTT PLATE Full Black Rubber Full Black Rubber Full Black Rubber

SAFETY Manual Manual Manual

TRIGGER Single Selective, Adjustable For Length Of Pull Single Selective, Adjustable For Length Of Pull Single Selective, Adjustable For Length Of Pull

FORE-END Beavertail Schnable or Semi-Beavertail Beavertail

RIB TYPE Progressive Step 3⁄8" X 3⁄8" 3⁄8" X 5⁄16" Flat, 3/8" x 5/16"

SIGHT White front bead with steel mid-bead White front bead with steel mid-bead White front bead with steel mid-bead

WEIGHT 8.8 lbs* 7.6 lbs* 7.5 lbs*

CARRY CASE Yes Yes Yes

Designed specif ically for the American trap market, the bottom single version completes 

the 682 E family of products.  The bottom single features a fully adjustable rib, while the bottom 

single version only(non-combo) is available solely with the 34-inch barrel with adjustable rib. Two 

combo versions are also available: a 34-inch adjustablebottom single with a 30-inch over-under, 

and a 34-inch adjustable bottom singlebarrel with 32-inch over-under. All models are equipped 

with a factory-adjustable comb with MemorySystem, and the same adjustable trigger shoe that is 

standard on the 682 Gold E Trap family.

682 GOLD E TRAP BOTTOM SINGLE COMBO  J682E20

www.berettausa.com
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682 GOLD E

MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

682 GOLD E TRAP, BOTTOM SINGLE COMBO J682E20 12 OBTR 30"/34" Oil

682 GOLD E TRAP, BOTTOM SINGLE COMBO J682E22 12 OBTR 32"/34" Oil

682 GOLD E TRAP, BOTTOM SINGLE J682E25 12 OBTS 34" Oil

682 GOLD E TRAP, COMBO TOP SINGLE J682E30 12 OBTR 30"/34” Oil

682 GOLD E TRAP, COMBO TOP SINGLE J682E32 12 OBTR 32"/34” Oil

682 GOLD E SPORTING J682E72 12 OBSP 30" Gloss

682 GOLD E SPORTING J682E74 12 OBSP 32" Gloss

682 GOLD E SKEET, ADJ. STOCK J682E40 12 OBSK 28" Gloss

682 GOLD E SKEET, ADJ. STOCK J682E42 12 OBSK 30" Gloss

The 682 Gold E skeet features special skeet stock with rounded rubber recoil pad, beavertail 

fore-end, and tapered top rib with white front sight. It also features a non-selective adjustable 

single tr igger and Optima-Bore® barrels that reduce felt recoil, OptimaChoke® or Extended 

OptimaChoke® tubes ensuring consistent shot distribution, adjustable stock with Memory System.

682 GOLD E SKEET  J682E40

682 GOLD E SPORTING  J682E70
Designed to be shot hard with conical locking lugs engineered to compensate for the wear of 

thousands of rounds, the 682 Gold E Sporting has all the features to keep you at the top of your 

game. The recoil shoulders are replaceable (a must for avid shooters), the palm-swell allows for a 

more positive grip and the OptimaChoke tubes give you smoking clay patterns. This is a beautiful 

shotgun, from the select walnut to the elegant engraving.



Reliability : Gas operation makes for a more reliable 

shotgun. Period.  

Unlike gas, recoil operated shotguns use the energy 

from the f ired shell to operate their action. All of 

this energy is used in one burst, giving the fi rearm 

only one chance to work properly. In competition, 

when shooting hundreds of rounds this can cause 

complications, especially if the gun is not completely 

clean. Another fl aw in recoil operated systems is the 

very small “window” in which they can operate. If 

you shoot a shell that is too light it cannot generate 

enough energy to cycle the action. If you shoot a 

shell that is too heavy then the timing of the shotgun 

can become affected, and the second shell will not 

feed properly.  

Gas operating systems use the expelled gas from the 

shotshell to cycle the action. Because the system only 

uses a fraction of the gas created from the shotshell 

it has a large “reserve” of energy to use to cycle 

the action, insuring more reliable operation than any 

other system. 

Beretta has improved on this superior system with 

the addition of a spinning and self-cleaning action. As 

gas pressure is fed into the gas cylinder, a series of 

expandable fi ngers on the piston expand outward to 

clean the gas cylinder as the action cycles. Additionally, 

the gas piston has a spinning motion. Combined with 

the cleaning teeth on the leading edge of the piston, 

this ensures carbon deposits are thoroughly dislodged 

and removed from the gas system automatically. This 

self-cleaning action greatly contributes to enhanced 

reliability and reduced maintenance. Furthermore, 

because the gas system is self-regulated it can shoot 

any load available, from light 1-ounce target loads to 

3.5" magnums.

Why gas operation? Simple . . . it’s the best and Beretta has perfected it. 
Gas operation is superior to other operating systems in every way.

www.berettausa.com
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SEMIAUTOMATIC SHOTGUNS

Recoil Reduction : Nothing causes fatigue more 

than recoil, especially over a demanding clay target 

season that for some shooters includes more than 

20,000 rounds fi red. It is critical at all levels of 

competition to minimize the amount of felt recoil 

to decrease fatigue and reduce distraction when 

focusing on the next target. Nobody does this better 

than Beretta. Beretta’s self-regulating gas-peration 

system uses only the gas it needs to cycle the action. 

A recoil-operated system uses the energy created 

during the fi ring process, transferring more energy to 

the shooter, which translates into more recoil.  

The self-regulating system in Beretta semiautomatic 

shotguns allows any excess gas to bleedoff through 

the gas-release valve, ensuring that only the minimal 

amount of gas needed cycles the action. This results in 

signifi cantly reduced recoil, allowing the shooter to 

concentrate on the task at hand: breaking the target.

It’s this combination of reliability, versatility and reduced 

recoil that makes Beretta semiautomatics the choice 

of champions all over the world.



-

Th e semi-automatic by which 

Made for those who want perfect shooting, the AL391 Urika 2 Parallel Target boasts the same 

improved self-cleaning gas system and receiver f inish of f ield-grade models. It comes with a Monte 

Carlo stock with parallel comb and reduced-grip radius. This facilitates the grip and instinctive pointing, 

especially for individuals with smaller hands. The shotgun has all the professional characteristics of 

the Beretta competition semiautomatics. 

AL391 URIKA 2 PARALLEL TARGET SL  J39TP10

The Beretta improved gas system of the Urika 2 makes these semiautomatics some of the softest 

shooting autoloaders right out of the box, reducing felt recoil and improving second-shot recovery. 

The adjustable drop-and-cast system ensures a custom f it for every shooter. The optional Recoil 

Reduction System device can be installed in the X-Tra Grain stock. 

AL391 URIKA 2 SPORTING  J39TJ10  
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AL391 URIKA2 GOLD SPORTING  J39TK10

Designed especially for the sporting discipline, the Urika2 Gold Sporting boasts a special competition 

sporting stock with a rounded rubber recoil pad-wide, ventilated rib with luminous red or white front 

sight. Optima-Bore® barrel with Extended OptimaChoke® tubes. Engraved f loral motifs and ‘ ’gold’’ 

markings decorate the glossy side panels of the receiver. The bolt and carrier are jeweled. Stock and 

fore-end are made with selected walnut. The Recoil Reduction System is optional.



*WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH.

AL391 URIKA 2 

SPORTING

AL391 URIKA 2 

PARALLEL TARGET SL

AL391 URIKA 2 

GOLD SPORTING

ACTION
Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve
Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve
Semiautomatic gas operation 

with self-compensating exhaust valve

GAUGE 12, 20 12 12

CHAMBER 3" 3" 3"

WOOD FINISH X-tra Grain X-tra Grain Oil

STOCK/FORE-END Selected walnut, checkered Selected walnut, checkered Selected walnut, checkered

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.35” Variable 1.34”

STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.36” 2.36” 2.36”

BUTT PLATE Full black rubber Full black rubber Full black rubber

SAFETY Cross-bolt, reversible for lefthanded shooters Cross-bolt, reversible for lefthanded shooters Cross-bolt, reversible for lefthanded shooters

TRIGGER Gold Goldl Gold

FORE-END Slim Slim Slim

RIB TYPE Flat, 3/8" x 5/16" Stepped Flat, 3/8" x 5/16"

SIGHT White front bead, steel mid-bead White front bead, steel mid-bead White front bead, steel mid-bead

WEIGHT 7.8 lbs (12 guage), 6.9 lbs (20 guage)* 7.8 lbs* 7.8 lbs*

CARRY CASE Yes Yes Yes

MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

AL391 URIKA2 SPORTING XTRA GRAIN J39TJ10 12 OBS 30" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 SPORTING XTRA GRAIN J39TJ18 12 OBS 28" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 SPORTING XTRA GRAIN J39TJ20 20 MCS 30" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 SPORTING XTRA GRAIN J39TJ28 20 MCS 28" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 GOLD SPORTING J39TK10 12 OBS 30" Oil

AL391 URIKA2 GOLD SPORTING J39TK18 12 OBS 28" Oil

AL391 URIKA2 PARALLEL TARGET RL XTRA GRAIN J39TM10 12 OBS 30" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 PARALLEL TARGET RL XTRA GRAIN J39TM18 12 OBS 28" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 PARALLEL TARGET SL XTRA GRAIN J39TN10 12 OBS 30" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 PARALLEL TARGET SL XTRA GRAIN J39TN12 12 OBS 32" Matte

AL391 URIKA2 GOLD PARALLEL TARGET SL J39TP10 12 OBS 30" Oil

AL391 URIKA2 GOLD PARALLEL TARGET SL J39TP12 12 OBS 32" Oil

AL391 URIKA2 SPORTING SYNTHETIC KICK-OFF J39TX10 12 OBS 30" Oil

VICTORY SHOOTER

URIKA 2 all others are judged.
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TEKNYS

AL391 TEKNYS 

GOLD SPORTING

AL391 TEKNYS 

GOLD TARGET

ACTION
Semiautomatic Gas Operation 

With Self-Compensating Exhaust Valve
Semiautomatic Gas Operation 

With Self-Compensating Exhaust Valve

GAUGE 12, 20 12, 

CHAMBER 3" 3"

WOOD FINISH Oil Oil

STOCK/FORE-END Selected Walnut, Checkered Selected Walnut, Checkered

STOCK DROP—COMB 1.34" Variable

STOCK DROP—HEEL 2.36” 2.36"

BUTT PLATE GEL-TEK GEL-TEK

SAFETY Cross-bolt, reversible for left-handed shooters Cross-bolt, reversible for left-handed shooters

TRIGGER Goldl Gold

FORE-END Ultra-slim Ultra-slim

RIB TYPE Flat, 3/8" x 5/16" Stepped and flat, 

SIGHT White Front Bead, Steel Mid-Bead White front bead, steel mid-bead

WEIGHT 7.9 lbs (12 guage), 6.6 lbs (20 guage)* 8 lbs*

CARRY CASE Yes Yes

*WEIGHTS ARE APPROXIMATE, DEPENDENT ON WOOD DENSITY AND BARREL LENGTH.

     MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

     AL391 TEKNYS GOLD J391T36 12 OBF 26" Oil

     AL391 TEKNYS GOLD J391T38 12 OBF 28" Oil

     AL391 TEKNYS GOLD J391T46 20 MCF 26" Oil

     AL391 TEKNYS GOLD J391T48 20 MCF 28" Oil

     AL391 TEKNYS GOLD TARGET J391T00 12 OBS 30” Oil
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HEAVY (4.6 OZ.)

MEDIUM (2.5 OZ.)

LIGHT (0.4 OZ.)

AL391 TEKNYS GOLD SPORTING AND TARGET

The ultimate autoloader :  The AL391 Teknys Gold Target, featuring an ultra-durable silver nitr ide f inish and 

blue enameled inser ts, is Beretta’s ultimate semiautomatic for spor ting clays, skeet and trap. It comes com-

plete with two ribs, the 50/50 spor ting clays and skeet r ib (factory installed) and the 70/30 step r ib for trap, 

along with the Beretta Balance System, which includes three interchangeable fore-end caps (light, medium, 

and heavy) to adjust weight for forward-balance shooting. Beretta’s world-beating self-compensating gas 

system, combined with the removable 8.5-ounce spring-mass recoil reducer, makes it the sof test-shooting 

competition shotgun available.

AL391 TEKNYS GOLD TARGET
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3901 SERIES

3901 TARGET RL  J390Y16

Beretta is expanding its current offer ing of 3901 shotguns to include the Target RL model. This shotgun is 

specifi cally designed for the needs of smaller-stature shooters. The 3901 Target RL is the ideal fi rst shotgun for 

new shooters, youth, and women who desire to shoot 12 gauge, but require the additional benef it of a gas 

operating system to reduce recoil. This 12-gauge, 3-inch, chambered, semiautomatic comes in both 26-inch and 

28-inch barrel leng ths . The barrel comes equipped with a spor ting-style f lat r ib with white front bead and 

mid-bead. The standard walnut stock and forearm are fi nished in a satin matte. The gun has an adjustable length 

of pull from 12 to 13 inches. The stock is also adjustable for cast on/off and comes equipped with Beretta’s 

Memory System II™ to adjust the parallel comb. Through the use of supplied magazine plugs, the capacity of the 

gun can be confi gured to a single shot if so desired for teaching applications. 

     MODEL CODE GAUGE CHOKE BARREL FINISH

     3901 TARGET RL J390Y16 12 MCI 26” Oil

     3901 TARGET RL J390Y18 12 MCI 28” Oil

3901 Target RL is designed specifi cally for the needs of the smaller shooter.
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B1-ONE: A MARRIAGE OF PERFORMANCE AND LUXURY 

The f inest materials, impeccable Italian design, fully f ield tested. Our new B1-one line of shooting 

accessories refl ects the essence of a world tailored to the needs of those passionate about the outdoor 

lifestyle. Built for the fi eld and range, these bags look equally at home in the back of your Land Rover. All 

the bags and cases are made of soft, long-wearing canvas with genuine leather details and Beretta’s 

personalized lining. Shaped handles and nonslip shoulder straps make for comfortable carry, while 

Beretta’s exclusive thermoformed leather protects your fi rearm. 

B1-ONE ROLLERBOARD   BS680119

The long-wearing canvas and leather details 

will keep the rollerboard looking great 

through the miles and the years. Double-

density, thermo-formed leather around the 

outer edge absorbs the shock a bag takes in 

transit. A roomy, open main compartment 

can handle a week’s worth of clothes, while 

the zippered outside pocket has compart-

ments for pens, cell phone and other 

business essentials. The case features 

telescoping pull handle and two leather-

wrapped carrying handles. Dimensions: 13.5” 

x 21” x12”. 10 lbs 2 oz. Available in green 

(shown, 706) and tan (83).

B1-ONE LONG GUN SOFT CASE  FOD10119

Protect your fi rearm from shock and moisture. Beretta’s exclusive thermo-formed leather tread runs 

the length of the case and up the sides. Shaped handle plus removable and adjustable non-slip shoulder 

strap and exterior pocket. Case fi ts shotguns up to 52". Available in green (shown, 706) and tan (83).

.

B1-ONE OVERNIGHTERBRIEF CASE  BS780119

The Overnighter easily carries your laptop, a change 

of clothing and a week’s worth of fi les. The compact 

size slips easily under airplane seats. Edged with 

Beretta’s exclusive thermo-formed leather, it has 

a pull-out sleeve that accommodates laptops up 

to 15", mesh pocket to hold all your computer 

accessories. The case has a comfor table handle, 

shoulder strap, and will attach to your rolling bag. 

Dimensions: 19"W x 14"H x 6"D. Available in 

green (shown, 706) tan (83) or black (99). 

B1-ONE  SHELL POUCH  BS980119 

Wide mouth pouch holds 50 shells and 

comes with adjustable canvas belt.  Avail-

able in green (shown, 706) and tan (83).
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APPAREL & ACCESSORIES

SILVER PIGEON VEST  GT300074 

(SIZES S-XL/XXL-XXXL)

Designed for performance, this ambidextrous shooting 

vest features international-style, easy-glide shooting 

patches. Removable interior recoil pad can be used 

on the left or right side. Two full box pockets hold 

loads and casings. Mesh cooling panels, ear protection 

loop and easy-adjust , permanent position waist 

cinch. Cotton/polyester. Available in navy (shown, 58), 

green (75), and black (99). 

DOUBLE LOGO TEE  TS717294  

(SIZES S-XXXL) 

One of the world’s longest cotton fi bers, 

Peruvian Tanguis yarn gives Beretta tees 

an unusually high luster, soft hand, yet 

greater tensile strength for unparalleled 

quality, and very little shrinkage. Beretta 

trademark on both arms, Trident logo on 

the chest. Washable. Available in Grey 

Melange (96), Beretta red (shown, 38), 

white (01), navy (58), and pink (34). 

VICTORY EXTENDED PORTED OPTIMACHOKE 

Select the correct choke at a glance with our new color-coded system. Our 

completely new competition chokes can be used on all Optimachoke barrels. 

Extended by 25mm-0.98", these low maintenance (no special coating needed) 

chokes have been specifi cally designed so no tools are needed to install them. 

Made of high quality stainless steel, these chokes are for 12-gauge shotguns only. 

STANDARD HEARING PROTECTION  CF100002

No target shooter should ever be without proper rear 

protection. Exposure to shooting noise can damage hearing. 

Protecting your ears makes shooting easier and helps 

improve your enjoyment of the sport. Available in three 

colors black (shown, 994), green (701) and blue (560).

BERETTA WEEKENDER CAPS  BC889175  (ONE SIZE FITS MOST)

A soft cotton hat that’s as relaxed as you’ll be when you slip it on. Stretchable Flexfi t spandex 

sweatband allows for a comfortable fi t while giving the appearance of a fi tted cap. No buckles or 

snaps to fool with. Embroid ered Trident logo on the back. navy (58), pink (34), khaki (82), dusk 

blue (53), gold (18), spruce (79), orange (25), loden (75), royal blue (54), and red (39). 

E62132 Cylinder C

E62134 Light Full

E62135 LightModifi ed 

E62131 Improved Cylinder

E62136 Skeet USA

E62130 Modifi ed 

E62129 Improved Modifi ed

E62133 Skeet

E62128 Full



Beretta Team Shooters
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 Dan Carlisle

National Sporting Clays Association – Hall of Fame

Beijing Olympics – Trap and Doubles Coach

Back-to-Back National Champion – Trap and Skeet

 Diane Sorantino

2007 World F.I.T.A.S.C. Champion

3-Time NSCA National Champion

3-Time U.S. Open Champion

 Leo Harrison III

4 Grand American Championships 

10-Time All American Captain or Co-Captain 

3-Time All American team member

 Anthony Matarese

2008 National Champion

2008 U.S. Open Champion

14-Time All-American 

 Scott Robertson

2-Time All Around Shotgun National Champion

18-Time All American

14-Time Member of US Sporting Clay Team

UQAN2240


